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Life is like the garage
sale your parents had in
2012. There's a mix of
this and that—good and
bad, smelly old rugs and
barely-functional
exercise equipment that
is flooded with dust
from it's time in
‘storage’, as well as the
toys you grew fond of as
a kid and now have to
say goodbye to—even
though you’ve become
older and more mature,
those memories still call
out in a strange way. Of
course there is the
massive, deathmachine, tubed
television that no one
wants to buy, after
reading articles about
them crushing tots after
falling from
entertainment stands.
Those poor kids.
There’s a box of knicks
and knacks that you
have collected more
recently—but can’t find
space for anymore, not
among the other, more
important, junk you have
stored now. Yes, life is a
grand display of all
these wacky, ludicrous
slices—moments of
time and memory that
are enshrined in their
own deranged little way.

Life is like the life you
are living. The one that
is passing you by every
second, every minute,
beating the drum to the
tune of y
 ou in every
step. A wonderful,
disgusting, marvelous,
mess that composes the
unique pool of human
blood and bones that
give y
 ou i dentity and
meaning in the world.
You are in it, right as
you read the period
ending this sentence, as
real as the moment you
woke up this morning. A
perspective on this
reality that is one-in
seven-point-five
billion. That’s a lot.
As arts and inventions
will be crafted, made,
and curated, masses will
claim that it has ‘been
done before’, ‘thought
of before’—but when,
in fact, the truest, most
honest and helpful tact
you can bring to the
table will be that unique
perspective. Life is
constantly aging on,
structuring that
perspective to wherever
it is you aim, so aim
true, aim hard—fire and
don’t look back but to
smile and remember a
time that was different.
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Have you ever thought about your past
mistakes or failures, and wished you
could scrub them out of your history?
Just completely erase them from the
timeline you have created for yourself?
The human condition feels like it
promotes this inclination to repress
these awful moments we have all found
ourselves in, for better or for ill—and
it’s absolutely understandable. How fun
is it to dwell in the murky, negative,
dismal moments of our lives? Times
when we have felt so rotten, and
experienced such intense emotional or
physical pain. What do we stand to gain
from bathing in these episodic replays
of the depressed, crestfallen events of
our history?
Somewhere along the string, we are
stopped by these little remembrances,
and prompted to turn something
positive out of an entirely damning
recall of prior failures, or bad choices.
As is the human condition to try and
avoid these replays, it is also in that of
learning from former errors. Intaking
the good, paired with bad, and choosing
to advance from any given situation
better than before. This idea casts a new
light on what it means to experience
hardship, however dreadful it might be.
So instead of shoving these poor life
experiences and thoughts down into a
black hole of repression, where their
only purpose is to resurface with
dissenting, gloomy emotions, instead
maybe the question that should be
asked is, “Who would I be without
adversity and hardship?” Asking this
question with a different perspective,
allows us a new level of understanding,

where the negative events of our lives,
those moments that weren’t our
proudest, instead become swathing
brush strokes in the masterpiece that is
life. Something that adds character,
personality, and ultimately, teaches us
how to move forward as a new, and
improved version of ourselves. It may
not be an easy task by any means, but
deciding to be thankful for these
challenges that seemingly block our way
for no good reason at times, can help
you pull more out of past mistakes and
pitfalls.
I never got to meet my grandpa; he died
after fighting a long battle with cancer
before I was even born. That being said,
I have heard much about him, and
through family, have learned about
many different ideologies and
personality quirks that he had, which in
turn, has painted an extremely positive,
and wise, picture of him in my eyes. I
have always been told that towards the
end of his life, he said something that I
will never forget. He would never have
taken back the cancer, never wished it
hadn’t come to him; he understood that
this prolonged clash molded and formed
him into the person he was up to that
point; and he loved that person. I don’t
believe this perspective comes easily,
and in darker times, it can seem almost
impossible to follow this vein of
thinking. It takes a choice, to twist the
way you perceive an event, and analyze
it from a different angle; but with some
practice, a little bit of ambition, and a
lot of honesty with yourself, this skill
can direct some light into the shadowy
nooks of your life.
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How much longer?

If I had known that day would follow the track that it was destined to, I might have
curled up in a tight, little ball, hiding under the thick, woolen blankets that draped
my bed—for it was a day lived in the clouds, floated through as I scraped for solid
ground, trying to make sense of a change that felt too sudden. We were together
now, motoring down the highway towards a preschool where it was doomed to
crash, bound to deteriorate into a child-like match of show-and-tell, featuring all
of my infinite shortcomings, breaking way to a wave of wrenching realizations of
losing the one. Tears, anger, frustration and guilt—emotions swirling around in a
boiling chemical cocktail, using my imploding skull as a chalice. In the classroom
of a dark, dingy schoolhouse, the jet-fueled spiral broke, dragging me kicking and
screaming into a new reality, no matter how intensely I wished to wake up.

To the person you are,
right at this moment,
What is your current state of
mind? How can you be sure?
Under the pressures of school,
homework, the job you
probably have, a relationship,
family, a child, friends, your
relationship with yourself;
how can you be sure of your
current state of mind? Will you
be sure of it tomorrow
afternoon? What about next
Thursday? Were you sure of it
five minutes ago, or are you
still thinking about it? When
you finally decide that you are
sure, will you really be sure?
One emotion jumps into the
next, bouncing back and forth
helplessly; when that happens,
as it inevitably will, how sure
will you be then? What does it
mean to be sure at all, to
know—to really know?
Well if you are looking here,
than I am sorry to tell you, I

haven’t a clue. To inquire in
the first place is to have a state
of mind; one which is fueled by
curiosity, or wonder. One that
doesn’t roll around all the
time, so it’s best to make use
when I can. Maybe it is because
I have just finished an
interesting read, something
that always prompts another
thought. And by ‘something’ I
mean ‘anything’, of course.
Ew, I hate that; starting a
sentence with a conjunction.
But why do I hate that? There it
goes again. It’s schoolhouse
rock, those childish rhymes
that have never, ever, been
forgotten.
Is a state of mind an
overarching theme of your
thoughts? Like what genre
would be to literature, for
example. Or is it just the
thoughts, feelings, emotions,
and reality that I am
experiencing right now at this
moment? A ‘state’ makes it

sound all official, as if it meant
business or was bigger than it
seems. Maybe it’s more of a
motivation question, asking
what items or ideas are
motivating me most right now,
to push through all the daily
stuff. It feels like it’s a
condition, or span of
existence—dictated by what
kind of attitude or mood I
decide to have. Under pretexts
like those, I would ‘state’ that I
am feeling anticipatory, ready
to take a leap, only it’s not
quite my turn yet. I’m just five
or six people back from the
front of the jumping line, a line
that has hundreds, thousands
of people in it. It’s an exciting
place to stand, cause I feel
ready.
But (shove it, conjunction
peeve) I won’t deny, it hasn’t
always been that way—it took
work. My second inquiry must
continue as my first one did,
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only growing a shade or two darker. What
would I regard as the lowest depth of misery?
Something ill thought of, a topic avoided like
the plague in some situations, and spoken
freely of in others. A topic that I have come
accustomed to through degree and work
experience. It isn’t easy, or even possible, to
adequately build sentences with words that
would pull out the guttural feeling of being at
‘rock bottom’. When you get there, as everyone
has to at some point, for life flows in waves,
you will see it, you will feel it. It can show out in
many ways, most commonly enough, though,
in the way that you treat and speak to yourself.
When a particular spot has been reached, one
that is empty of any self-respect or self-love,
where all regard for the ‘self’ has deteriorated,
that is where the lowest depth of misery and
anguish lies. A scary reckoning of being racked

by yourself everyday, criticized needlessly,
against your will. What will would you have left,
anyway? It would wallow and wane against a
host that has forgotten its divinity.
Raise up your chin, because there are many
positives to rock bottom—for one, the only
direction you can move is up. Consider your
state of mind, contemplate your depths of
misery, be aware of it, peel it apart, walk among
it, feel it—then move past it. On towards the
next hurdle, the next idea or creation.
For now, rest easy and relax on a Friday
afternoon, with the sincerest of wishes,

The person who wrote this at the exact
moments that they wrote it

Unknown
The dense, thick smell of Christmas pines wafted like a swirling blanket over the crowds, filling the air
with a cheerful spring of holiday season. Bells could be heard ringing, jingling in delight as the little
ones ran up and down the overly populated sidewalks, with a light pitter patter scattered against the
heavy thumping of moving foot traffic. In the distance, caroling was picking up, growing in number
and volume as the gleeful singers gained more traction. Dusk must have been on the western horizon,
felt by the warmth of sunlight cracking through cold clouds, bathing his face in a tingling radiance.
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The small bag of dog food weighed heavy against his arm as he moved down the left side of a chaotic
sidewalk, keeping his palm pressed towards the icy stone wall that lined the street, belonging to one of
many infinitely rising skyscrapers that formed a tight forest of buildings. It was easy to get lost in a
concrete jungle like this one, especially during seasons of holiday or heavy tourism. A hazy, doughy
smell filled his nostrils, as the scent of various pastries, breads, and Christmas delicacies poured out
onto the pathway. The bakery was a welcome sign, for it meant there wasn’t much distance left to go,
and not much further to carry the bag of dog food that seemed to be getting slightly heavier with
every step. Arriving under what must have been the overhang of the local pub, he felt a warm breeze
power down across his shoulders, providing second wind to his bone chilled body. He had felt this
sensation many times, as he made it a habit to cross under the ceiling heater that warmed guests
entering the bar, as often as time would allow—especially during the winter months. The corner
turned, and with it some of the noise from the crowd, which began to wane as the temperature
descended, and night swallowed the cityscape, casting a sullen gloom against stretching towers.
The bumps of a city corner felt rough against
the bottoms of his feet, and he stood waiting,
shivering in the frigid air. A bleating chirp
sounded, and he stepped across the icy street,
making his way towards a quieter section of the
city. Free from the chatter of large groups,
stomping feet, or virtual droning, the park was
quiet and muffled, like a pocket in space amidst
chaotic borders. Some heat from the inner
cracks of the city had escaped to the openness of
the parks location, but he didn’t mind; it made
for cleaner, fresher air. The bench was coated in
a thin layer of frost, melting under the weight of
him as he sat down, placing the bag of dog food
at his feet. He placed a finger and thumb to his
lips, and let out a sharp whistle, echoing against
the trees and walls of the metropolis. Some
distance away, a small jingle could be heard,
similar to the ringing of keys on a chain. The
brushes swayed, as a small, dog leapt into his lap,
licking his face and yelping here and there in
excitement. He let out a short laugh, and leaned
back with a smile as he scratched the mutt
behind the ears and belly. After several
moments, the dog rolled off his lap, and stood
near his feet, panting loudly.

“Ah yes, food, is it?” the man said, gazing at the
dog with a smirk. He reached out, pulling the
bag of food up onto his lap, and tore open a
corner. Drawing a handful out, he held it
towards the dog, who started frantically eating
the meal. The man gazed off in the distance,
seeming to be focused on something beyond
what was before him, humming a small tune to
himself under his breath.
Always, they say, for the time is now gone
Until, I say, I can go on no more
For that is the battle, that is the fight
Onward looking, through the dark night
Always, they say, for the race is now lost
Until, I say, I can push on once more
When the challenge is beat, and triumph is won
We can look back behind us, setting the sun
The mutt finished eating, and was now prancing
around his feet, making short yips in exuberance
to the surprise of a good meal. The man
scratched the top of the dogs head, rubbing the
metal token that was tied around its neck, void
of any carvings or indentations denoting the
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dogs origin. He always thought it was curious
that the tag felt so empty or plain, and didn’t
fully see the point in the metal piece to begin
with if nothing was to be printed onto it. Much
of what lay beyond the park had become silent,
as a light snow began drifting down, landing tiny
flakes upon his face and coat. A growing
darkness flooded the air, as night took hold on
the landscape. The dog patterned off through
some low-laid bushes, loudly yapping to himself
as he went, surely to return before too long, for
the promise of food was all too tempting. Alone
again. How could one wander amidst so many
others, even speaking to some, existing within
this full and complete world, but feel as alone as
he did at that moment? This question often left
him pondering and puzzled, for the answer was
ever elusive. Loneliness was something he had
grown accustomed too, not quite something he
enjoyed. Although, there had been times long
ago when solitude was desired more so than it
was in these days.
Long spans of time seemed to pass and sway, as
the creeping cold from a bitter night swept
through each layer of his clothing. At once, he
rose to his feet, shivering with a stark step, and
began trekking down the western side of the
park, towards rising structures beyond the trees.
He crossed back into civilization, noting the
quieter hum of the city, much lower than it had
been earlier. Warmth from the city streets and
side shops blew past him, as he stepped carefully
down the way. Laughs, light, and love could be
felt pouring out of dinners, pubs, and local
shops, and he imagined how it would all look.
He was s ure he could see Christmas Eve signs, lit
up with bright colors of the green and red he
once remembered. He saw deep pools of twilight
and mystery loom in the sky overhead, just like
he had remembered, with small gleaming pure
starlight glinting in the great beyond. A sunset

melting over the horizon, down past the western
expanse, sinking with a bright orange glow that
inspired. The smiles that shown on faces around
him in the days of long ago, the smiles that he
never would see again. Smiles turned to ghosts,
images long forgotten, pieced back together
through a strenuous recall. How he longed for
such days—of rolling fields, where the green
meadows met the running rivers and babbling
brooks, splashing over smooth stones of gray
and white. How he longed to gaze at the sun one
last time, or see the swaying trees of the park,
painting back and forth against the midnight sky
of a brisk winters night. But these times were
swept away, lost to an age old event that would
never leave him the same.
Blackness filled his vision, never leaving, only
devouring everything that he remembered about
his past. This darkness brought with it a
creeping shadow in his mind, reminding him of
past memories filled with color, hope, health,
and love. Other senses heightened, to make up
for a loss of vision, but it wasn’t good enough.
His mind was lost in a grip of darkness that
never ceased. He droned on humming, taking
small footsteps leading down a subtle street-way.
Blackness, darkness, sweeping, calling
Draining from its endless crawling
Across the floor, across the room
Across my mind, it did loom
When at last, I saw a light
A chosen flame, burning bright
It is my soul, for me to fix
To end the darkness, and all it’s tricks
Easier said, and much harder done
The coming storm, is next to none
Out beyond, on white-gold petals
Ink of pure joy, and happiness settles
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For it’s there you are won, and finally whole
The journey is run, with honor-bound goal
Here at the end, here at the finish
We forge ever on, and never diminish
Songs taught to him by figments of his past
imagination, or perception, of a mother-like
figure in his forgotten memory. Songs that he
never forgot, although found much difficulty in
believing these days. A tear slipped down his
cheek, as he replayed episodes of a life long ago,
when struggles had been different, and pastures
were far more green than the discouraged
experience he found himself in now. He slid
down the brick wall he had pitted himself
against, slumping into a crouched position, with
his face buried in his matted gloves. He wished
to see it again—the rising moon against a pale,
dark sky, filled with white light that bathed the
shadows, chasing away the darkness beyond the
hills. The wispy fog, glowing in the street light,
flooding the greats halls of roads and alleys,
winding around each corner like a great maze.
The twinkling lights lining every shop during
Christmas, and the shine of golden and silver
tinsel adorning banisters and railings scattered
along the streets. He wished to view the top of
the highest building, out across the ever growing
folds of society, into the infinite mist of the
unknown and uncertain, just one last time. To
never be scared or swallowed fully by darkness
again, to have a glimpse of light, pure and whole;
that would be his wish. He set his head back
against the rough surface of the building, wiping
away a tear or two, searching through wet eyes as
if hoping his vision would decide to return at
such a moment.
He found himself rising to his feet in an instant,
feeling his way down the path, and in through
the main doorway of the large brick building. A
slight delay in searching for a way to reach the

top of the building, brought him to an elevator
on the far side of the lobby. Pressing the highest
floor, he rose to the 12th level of an unknown
structure, and stepped out of the metal box,
listening for any signs of doors or pathways
leading to an outside balcony. A slight cool
brush of air prompted him to travel down a
brisk hallway, getting slightly more cool with
each step. The door to outside was heavy,
requiring two hands and decent strength to
heave open, letting in a rigid gust of midnight
breath. He stepped out, and took in a large gulp
of the air resting above the city. Placing his
hands against the stone walling that surrounded
the balcony, he leaned forward and stared out
across the atmosphere, sifting through the black
nothing that encapsulated his view. He bore his
head down against his crossed arms, wiping his
swollen, rosy cheeks against a dirt-stained jacket.
He dozed into a light dream state against the
sullen night. Small piercing points of light
burned into a black canvas, as oceans of golden
fire poured in. Swashing to and fro in a frothy
sea of mesmerizing heat, the light filled him with
adoring revelation of love and comfortability.
There he stood, upon the shores of
bewilderment and adventure, the world ahead,
across a plain of deep green grass, scattered with
glowing flowers of wonder and excitement.
Rising up beyond the bluffs, stood towering
mountains of capped stone, peering over the
lands below with awe. Rays of sunlight shone
through the tree branches, glittering off the
leaves and particles floating in the wind, swept
away by natures pursuits. Within a valley
dipping into the earth out westward, thick brush
could be seen lining dirt pathways, leading down
towards a small village-like gathering of homes.
There were sounds of cheer and smiles, laughter,
and dancing all around the buildings and
structures that dotted the scene.
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He felt at home here, within this creation—this painted dream in a world away from worlds,
separated from the reality that was truly his own. He laid there on the 12th floor balcony—an
unknown man with unseen troubles, on an unknown building, of an unknown city.
“Tell me and I

“
I'm learning a

forget. Teach me lot about myself
and I remember. being alone, and
doing what I'm
Involve me and I
doing.
”
learn.”
Chantal Kreviazuk
Benjamin Franklin

On a shelf to my right, sits a
perfectly shaped jar that is
molded from plastic. The
outside of this container is
otherwise pointless, but
within lay hills of chocolate
candies, silently waiting to
be gripped in between
anxious fingers. I prefer the
jar continues to sit
there—it's hard to control a
ravenous craving when the
lid comes off.
Does anyone really k
 now
what they are doing? In the
pursuit of a self-defined
success, everyone is
challenged with the
penultimate task of playing
pretend—that is, to act like
they know what they are
doing to get to the next
level, reach the next step of
their progress ladder. This
isn’t to say it is a bad
behavior, rather, to simply
acknowledge its existence in
communal ambition.

“Science has not
yet taught us if
madness is or is
not the sublimity
of the
intelligence.”
Edgar Allen Poe

I walk the halls of a different
world, motivated by grease
and gears. Changed from the
vague, rhetorical letters that
paint the walls of the reality I
know, I'm sent through the
funnel—machines built of
nuts, bolts, and screws;
intrigued, yet confused. This
wasn’t a place I knew, they
spoke a different language
here. One filled with their own
foreign syllables, slang that
was complicated and arduous.
I chose the right path, for my
own sake—their speak wasn’t
one I could endure, using their
minds for mechanical means,
inventions and creations
beyond my own
comprehension. Yes, I do
believe, I chose the right path.

“Yeah, it's nice to look
up to people, but the
more you try to be
somebody else, the
less you are of
yourself.”

Joe Montana

Every poem needs to be read
at least twice—once for you
to understand what it is you
are reading in the first
place, and again, to explore
the context of something
that is now more
meaningful and interactive.
I watched on anxiously as two
kids were arrested in the park
earlier today. I suppose ‘kids’
can’t be arrested, but they sure
had the looks of kids. They
were sitting in their rusty, red
car, near the curb— innocently
enough. When I saw them, the
cops had already arrived,
interrogating them through
the open window. I checked
back later, peering through my
own panes of glass, shaking
my head as I saw them being
cuffed and shoved in Justice’s
back seat—their new
harrowing home. I do not
know what their crime was,
and I refrain from composing a
guess; but I felt sorry for
them—pity, as I watched their
twisted faces fade from sight.
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I heard a story, one that was a thrill,
one that stuck with me for a good
long while after it’s telling. I think
that’s the sign of a good tale; how
long does it make you wonder about
it's narrative after you consume it?
What parts of your moral code does it
challenge or make you reconsider?
Every good story doesn’t fall flat if it
fails to include some kind of
groundbreaking ‘ah-ha’ moment,
but the ones that include it, tend to
leave a mark.

Night was growing, and her energy
was waning, as she plummeted into a
deep sleep under her covers, feeling
around at the side of her bed for her
mutt, just before she dozed off. Soft
fur, and most reassuringly, warm
licks from his comforting tongue.

A moan and cackle from beyond the
door jolted her awake—it was the
middle of the night now. She slid her
hand down the side of the bed,
feeling for the assurance of her
dog—warm, wet licks met her pinky
So it was, on a misty night in April, as and ring finger as she slowly drifted
she hurried up the familiar steps of
back into a dream.
the sorority house entryway. It was a
chilly night, and a light fog had
Again, an eeking grumble, and
settled across the streetscape,
confusing crashing noise blinked
blanketing the houses and various
open her eyes, stirring her head to
college buildings in an eerie coat of
read the clock—3:47am. She swung
opaque moisture. The doorknob was her arm over the side of the bed,
layered in droplets of icy water—she meeting a slobbery, soaking lick that
twisted it, entering the vibrant place reassured her things were alright in
she called home. Her mutt came
the darkness.
sprinting down the creaking stairs,
panting and wagging in excitement
Her alarm sounded, blaring at the
of her final return. He had been
sign of 7:30am. She punched the
waiting patiently all day, bound to
snooze button enough times for it to
her bedroom prison. She knew this,
switch off, and slid on a pair of silk
yet also knew she hadn't the energy
slippers near the foot of her bed. No
to play before bed, causing her to
licks had woken her, as they
kneel, providing special attention to normally had, 10 seconds prior to her
the smiling dog. Up the stairs she
alarm. She scanned the room, but
climbed, traversing what felt like a
failed to see the dog, or any sign of
mountain at this stage in the day,
his whereabouts. She hurried out into
passing each bedroom door, filled
the hallway, stunned at the silence
with the other girls laughter and glee and stillness of the house—typically
as they chatted before bed.
at this hour, the girls were all awake,
doing their hair and makeup, buzzing
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around the symmetrical hallways of the sorority. She rounded the corner to
the first room, stepping within the open door frame. Before her lay three beds,
each one pushed against its own wall, each one with a girl laying on sheets
covered in deep stains of pooling red blood. Scarlet streaks trailed up the sides
of the girls bodies, which had been stabbed many times, slit open in several
places, and drained out into the sheets. She fell back against the door, and
immediately began screaming at the terror, caught in shock at the brutal
nightmare she had walked into. She sprinted down the hall, peering into each
room as she passed—each room displaying the same ripping scene as before.
Finally, she reached the bathroom, still searching for any sign of her mutt. She
swung open the door (strange, as it was the only door that was left closed),
and flipped on the light switch. On the mirror, to her utter and complete
dread, was written in blood, ‘humans can lick too’.
A story that has been told in many different variations, ways, formats, and
with several altered endings, but one that leaves you with a gruesome taste in
your mouth and hairs on your neck that just won’t lay back down. But aren’t
those tales the ones that stick with us most? That we end up telling around the
campfire a year or two down the road? They might be puzzling, or in this case,
plainly horrifying, but they make for fun literature, and impactful reads.
I used to grab the BB gun
out from our white trailer,
check to make sure the
safety was on, and skip off
into the afternoon haze
with the rest of my
compatriots. We hadn’t a
care in the world, full of
vigor and the yearning for
exploration. Pretending
that we were famous
mountain men hunters, or
WWII sniper scouts—our
imaginations ran wild with
the hopes and wishes of
becoming these fabled
idols we so desperately
sought to emulate. Some
of us toted powerful BB
guns, and others equipped
slingshots, nerf guns, or

whatever weapons we
could scrounge up. We
role-played knights, sword
fighting for honor and
glory, and jedi masters,
dueling with sabers on oak
logs in the middle of the
forest, relying on balance
to stay in the fight.

that had hearts that beat,
and had lives that were
lived. Crafty little creatures
that scoured the forest
floor for nuts and scrap,
surviving off what scarce
they were able to return
with. We would see them
scurrying around the sides
of trees, laying flush
We got older and began to against the trunk—holding
seek out new and better
so still as to hope we
ways to fulfill similar
might miss seeing it. I
adrenaline deficiencies—
remember I held my rifle
adventure and excitement up to my shoulder, and
destined to be our meal at nestled it back in
every camp-out or family
comfortably, resting my
reunion. I remember we
cheek against the warm,
started to point our BB
smooth stock. I sighted
guns at different things
down the pin, and placed
than we did before, things it over the fuzzy
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little creature, hearing nothing but the
sound of my heartbeat, slamming over
and over again, rising into my head. I
remember firing the BB gun, squeezing
the trigger so gently, and watching the
animal fall from its perch, thudding into
the rooted dirt that lay below. It
convulsed, shaking violently in a
horrifying way—but I remember, I
couldn’t take my eyes off of it. I felt
wrong, like I had done something sinful
on purpose, desecrating the elements of
nature that my Dad had taught me to
love. I never knew if the ‘we’ felt the guilt
I had—I never cared. I hated myself, but
for some reason, we shot more. We kept
shooting, three days in a row,
obliterating their fragile little bodies,
burying one after another in counterfeit
graves.

It’s a funny thing—the way that human
nature makes you want to look at the
twitching body of a dying squirrel in the
dirt, even though your other 95% is
begging for you to stare at the sun. Like
peering over the edge of a cliff, and
having the s trange u
 rge to jump—but
you n
 ever would. Maybe, if you peel back
a layer or two, there was a part of myself
that enjoyed the hunting of these
animals, garnering a thrill out of the skill
of the shot and tact of the find. Showing
off to the others, proving that I was the
best squirrel hunter, making a damn fool
of myself. To kill with purpose is still to
kill. I never had purpose, it was for
sport— for fun. It was to feed a beast
that found the pain of something else
entertaining, for no real purpose or stake
to gain.

Rabindranath Tagore once said, “You can't
cross the sea merely by standing and
staring at the water.”
I had never heard of that guy, but turns out
he is a fascinating Indian poet, among
other things. Tagore makes an incredible
point—you can think, dream, aspire, and
plan until you are empty of excuses, but
sooner or later, the light will shine.
This beginning issue is my claim to such a
goal, the first step of many down a path of
sharing and improving more of my work, as
I hone the craft of writing.
I genuinely appreciate y
 ou, for taking time
out of the hectic, whirlwind that is life, to
read the curious ravings of someone who
thinks of thought all too often—thank you.
- Christian J. Ashliman
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